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 Part I – A little theory and background
 Part II – Developing math ‘contexts’
◦ Students need a good grasp of real 
world mathematical situations that 
translate to the various mathematical 
operations and relationships.

 Part II – Practice writing fraction word 
problems using various contexts.
◦ Tips for contexts
◦ Peer editing



Behr, M. J., Lesh, R., Post, T. R., & Silver, E. A. (1983). Rational number concepts. In R. Lesh

& M. Landau (Eds.), Acquisition of mathematical concepts and processes (pp. 91 – 126). New York: Academic Press.
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Pictures
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 A grounded understanding of fractions 
takes place over time.

 According to Lesh’s model, students need 
experiences using fractions in all of the 
various modes of mathematical 
representation.

 We need to teach students specific 
mathematical vocabulary, reading, and 
writing skills.



ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION

sum difference product quotient

add subtract, 
subtracted from

multiply divide

plus minus times into

total less of ratio
more, more 
than

less than twice, double, 
triple

evenly

increase, 
increased by

decrease, 
decreased by

square share

taller, longer, 
wider

shorter, narrower area, volume

perimeter distance 
(between points)



• Context is the real world action or situation 
that motivates the mathematical 
representations – either concrete or symbolic.

–Sally has two dolls. Her mother gives 
her three more dolls. How many dolls 
does Sally have now?

–The joining action in the problem 
corresponds to the mathematical 
operation of addition.



•Addition
•join (union of sets), missing minuend

•Subtraction
•take-away, comparison, missing addend, missing 

subtrahend

•Multiplication
•repeated addition, area and array situations, 

scaling (increasing and decreasing 

proportionally), missing dividend

•Division
•measurement (repeated subtraction), partitive

(partition or fair share),missing factor.



 Be sure students are exposed to word problems 
and examples using different contexts.

 Have students write their own word problems, 
then trade with other students to solve them 
(peer edit).

 Encourage students to draw diagrams to better 
understand the action in a word problem. 
◦ What is the whole? 

◦ What operation does the word problem describe?  

◦ Does your answer make sense?



 Starting at her house, Joan ran ½ mile down 
the road. She turned around and ran 1/3 mile 
back toward her house. How far down the 
road is Sally from her house?

 ½ of the land in Smith County is covered with 
forest. 1/3 of the land in adjacent Jones 
County is covered with forest. What fraction 
of the land in the two Smith-Jones region is 
covered with forest?



 Toby pours ½ cup of milk into a glass. Then 
Toby pours out 1/3 of the milk that is in the 
glass. How much milk is left in the glass?

 Monday John ate ½ of a pizza. On Tuesday 
John ate 1/3 of the pizza that was left over. 
Nobody else ate any of the pizza. How much 
pizza is left?



 Sara is making snack bags for the school fair. 
Each snack bag contains 1/3 package of 
raisins. 1/2 of Sara’s snack bags have been 
bought. What fraction of Sara’s raisins have 
been bought?

 Bob is making a dog run for his German 
Sheppard. He makes the dog run 1/2 yard by 
1/3 yard. What is the area of his dog run?



 Beth, Joe, and Ann had a party. After the 
party, ½ of a pizza was left. The next day they 
want to split the leftovers so that each gets 
and equal share. How much of a whole pizza 
does each person get?

 If ½ cup of flour makes a batch of cookies, 
then how much flour is in 1/3 of a batch of 
cookies?



 Tips
◦ It is often easier to write good problems 

using wholes that are measurement units, 
i.e. inches, cups, pounds, etc. Be sure if 
you do this that the units make sense in 
the situation you are using.

◦ Some contexts are easier to write than 
others.

◦ Peer editing is a good way to catch 
ambiguous situations and problems that 
don’t make sense.



 Common errors that pre-service teachers 
make when trying to compose fraction word 
problems.











 Focus on units and wholes.
 Emphasize conceptual understanding of 

fractional situations, contexts, and models.
 Actively teach language skills related to 

mathematical ideas.
 Combine the use of manipulative models with 

student attempts to write their own story 
problems.

 Ask students to write and think critically 
about good and bad examples of story 
problems.


